Itag
Patent Renewal & Restoration Services
Keeping Your Patents Always Active

T

he importance of issued patents is immense for your business and maintaining it,

undoubtedly, has become much more complicated now. Basic maintenance of existing
portfolios and highly detailed applications for new patents and the rise of patent litigation, all
combine to eat into your most valuable time and money.
ITAG is aimed to reduce your administrative burden by handling your patent renewals, freeing
you up to focus on higher value activity. We timely pay the renewal of patents and designs in all
countries and our services are fully supported by a dedicated team of patent agents and
lawyers, Client Service Department and data migration team.
In addition to our standard features, ITAG offers a number of optional services to meet specific
client needs. These include alternative renewal or payment and accounting schemes,
restoration of ceased/lapsed patents. We are always delighted to discuss specific client needs.
Our standard service options are as follows:

1. Single Instruction Service
In this category, you are required to instruct us once and all patent and design cases are
renewed automatically by us every year, unless you instruct us otherwise.
→

2. Repetitive Instructions Service
Under this category, your patent and design renewals are paid only when you instruct us to do
so well before the due dates, otherwise cases are allowed to lapse.

3. Re-activation Service
In this category, once we receive your instructions, we restore your lapsed patent(s) and make
them active as fast as possible. We also take charge of your re-activated patents and ensure
that they always remain active, which enables you to enjoy the monopoly of your patented
innovations without taking any extra burden.
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